
History: The Vikings
•Viking story of creation
•Viking settlement
•How have recent excavations changed our 
view of the Vikings?

•Viking home life
•Ivarr the Boneless
•Who was Alfred and did he burn the 
cakes?

•Explain the Danegeld.
Geography

•Maps - compass points, counties and grid 
references

•Distribution of natural resources.
Renewable and non-renewable energy
food/food shortages
French

•Recap of vocab and topics from the 
year 

Computing: Computing Coding and 
E-Safety - Develop their understanding 
of loops, conditionals, and events. 
Beyond coding, students learn about 
digital citizenship and E-Safety.
.

Journeys

Science
Investigations

•Recapping key themes and topics studied this year; 
forces, volcanoes, properties of changing materials

Mathematics:
•Revision of fraction work: multiplication of 
fractions and fractions of amount

•Revision of decimals: addition, place value 
•Revision of decimals and percentages: 

links between decimals and percentages- 
percentages of amounts 

•Geometry: Properties of Shapes and Angles . 
Geometry-position and direction 

English: 
Fiction writing: linked to geography and history: 
South America and Viking sagas; 
William Shakespeare, Macbeth and more

• Drama and play scripts 
•Role play (drama performances)
•Diary entry writing 

•Pupils will infer writers' perspectives from what is 
written and from what is implied. They will compare 
the usefulness of techniques such as visualisation, 
prediction and empathy. When writing they will 
adapt sentence construction to different 
text-types, purposes and readers.

RE: 
Freedom and Responsibility
An opportunity to reflect on whether we have 
failed to live by God’s rule of love and consider the 
Sacrament of Reconciliation.
Other Faiths: Islam
Stewardship
To know we are part of God’s creation and we are 
dependent on it. Children will learn that caring for 
creation is part of caring for ourselves.

PSHE   
A record of Lockdown! Trying new things, 
exploring new ideas and recording them to show 
future generations.
Taking care of the environment: how the earth’s 
resources are allocated. How do people contribute 
to communities and the environment.

PE: continue with Jasmine PE Scheme 
with a focus on the physical and health 
and safety assessment points

Music:
Music Theory – Exploring instruments of 
the orchestra, composers and the 
inter-related dimensions of music
Art:
Children will work with shapes and objects to 
create art. Some art  will be 3D using natural 
materials, like the artist Andy Goldsworthy,and 
some will be paintings of still life arrangements 
inspired by our world.At home Under Canvas - 
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Relative clauses, 
adverbs and modal 

verbs

Adverbials of place 
and number and 
endings which 

sound like /ʃəs/ spelt 
-cious or -tious 

Endings which 
sound like /ʃəs/ spelt 

-cious or -tious, 
including any 
exceptions

Endings which 
sound like /ʃəs/ spelt 

-cious or -tious

ndings which sound 
like /ʃəl/ and words 
ending in -ant and 

-ancy
endings which 
sound like /ʃəl/

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

who nearby anxious cautious confidential official

which secondly anxiety cautiously essential unofficial

where thirdly malice fictitious essentially officially

when fourthly malicious infectious residential special

whose vice precious nutrition substantial speciality

that vicious consciousness nutritious torrential superficial

perhaps grace delicious nutritional giant artificial

surely gracious suspicious luscious infant artificially

might space ambition spacious infancy partial

should spacious ambitious atrocious truant partially

score 

/10

score 

/10

score 

/10

score 

/10

score 

/10

score 

/10

Mrs Bignell and Mr Patricks groups. 
Spelling sessions are on Monday (dictation), Wednesday and Thursday. Please ensure spelling 
journals are in on these days. 



Spellings for this half term are from the Year 3 and 4 spelling lists . There are also at least 2 words each week that are from the Year 5 spelling 

patterns. 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

who nearby delicious luscious giant special

which secondly precious spacious torrential speciality

where thirdly address believe library occasion 

when fourthly appear woman knowledge occasionally 

whose accident appearance women imagine sentence

that accidentally arrive weight important probably 

perhaps actually arrival strength potatoes purpose

surely although breath separate possible remember

might answer breathe straight describe often

should calendar bicycle therefore continue opposite 

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

Mrs Nicholls group.
Spelling sessions are on Monday (dictation), Wednesday and Thursday. Please ensure spelling 
journals are in on these days. 


